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Synopsis 
We have developed a special pu中oseparallel computer constructed in a Field Progr百nmableGate Array 
(FPGA), which extracts statistics values in cellular automata called Conway’s Game of Life. We calculated 
the cellular automaton under two types of boundary conditions: limited and cyclic boundary conditions. The 
unit cell size was 8 by 8, and we performed complete calculation toward 6・by-6al initial patterns, whose 
huge operation exceeds 1016. Therefore, we designed and implemented parallel hardware into an FPGA and 
reduced the total calculation time to a few tens of hours. From our calculation, the complete statistics values 
of the automata were extracted. Our result indicates that the symmetry of the initial pattern strongly affects 
the cycle length of the final converged periodic patterns. This conclusion is complete, since we calculated the 
whole dynamics for al initial patterns unlike the Monte-Carlo method that only searches for a subset of al 
by random trials. This technique might be useful to study the dynamics of physical systems that resemble the 
cellular automatons, for example, the Ising model. 
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1. Introduction 
In the analysis of complex physical systems where al cells interact with their neighbors, e.g. the Ising 
model, l the extraction of statistics values has been calculated by the Monte-Carlo method. 2l This method 
uses random trials to reduce the calculation time. However, since al of the initial conditions are not 
calculated, and the search area is only a subset of al of them, dynamics that happen in rare cases might be 
lost, and therefore, a complete conclusion is not obtained. 
To obtain a complete conclusion, we must calculate the dynamics of the whole initial conditions. However, 
the time cost is huge. In this report, we present a special purpose parallel computer that extracts the statistics 
values for a dissipative system. Although the system corresponds to many physical systems, some cellular 
automata in informatics have a similar logic.2l From this viewpoint, asa calculation example, we choose a 
system called Conway’s Game of Life3l whose clear and easily calculated algorithm has been attracted much 
interest in informatics and physics.2 4l However, tothe best of our knowledge, complete solutions from the 
viewpoint of statistics remain un-reported 
2. Experimental 
Figure 1 shows an example that explains the life game’s algorithm. The central cel’s birth, life, and death 
are determined by the number of living cells at eight 叫jacentneighborhoods. When the central cell is alive 
and the number of living cells is two or threeラthecentral cell remains alive. When itis empty and the number 
is three, the central cell is born. When the number is one or greater than three, the central cell dies due to 
excessive population density. Therefore, this is a dissipative system, whose features are di百erent企omthe 
Ising model where the number of particles is conserved. 
To realiz怠 fastparallel operation, we used an FPGA board (Terasic, DE2-115) on which we mounted a 
mid-scale FPGA (Altera, EP4CE155: 155k logic cels, 3888k-bit SRAM). The calculated statistics values are 
stored in an SRAM in the FPGA and sent to a PC for analysis. The operation clock is 50 MHz. However, the 
parallel operation modules, which were designed and embedded in the FPGA, reduce the operation time to 
1 OOns or less on average per convergence period for one initial pattern. Since the predicted number of 
operations is greater than 1016, i.e., lOpeta = ten quadrillion, this operation time raises the total operation 
time from several to a few tens of hours under our designed parallel hardware; the amount of time is 
experimentally acceptable. If conventional PC clusters were used, the time might be increased to a few years. 
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In addition, the price of the DE2-l l 5 ismuch less than that of the PC clusters. 
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Fig. 1 Game of life algorithm. G-number is Generation number. Number in cel denotes living cels in eight 
neighborhoods. Only numbers 2 and 3 are displayed, where new birth or lives occur in the next generation. Cells 
without numb巴rshave a numb巴rgreater than 3 or less than 2, and wil die or remain empty at the next generation. 
Figure 2(a) shows a birth/life/death decision module, which can calculate the next generation pa抗emfor a 
9・celarea (central and eight neighborhoods) in one clock period (20ns). 6x6 = 36 modules for a limited 
boundary condition or 8x8 = 64 modules for a cyclic boundary condition are implemented as one operation 
module (OP-module) to cover the whole operation area of the unit cel, which is designed by the notation of 
the for/end parallel hardware generation in the Velirog-HDL. SJ To extract the statistics values, we 
implemented the extraction module (EX-module) shown in Fig. 2(b) with the OP-module. After this, one set 
of the OP-and EX-modules is called an OE-module. One OE-module compares the current pattern data with 
the previous patterns at every clock cycle (20 ns). Figure 3 shows a schematic block diagram of the total 
FPGA design except for the PC interface. When the same pattern is extracted by the EX-module, the 
matched-signal output, the generation number, and the cycle number of the finally converged cyclic pattern 
are output from the OE-module. Since multiple OE-modules generate requests, they are arbitrated by the 
arbiter module. Then the FIFO module buffers the selected request. Since the paralleled multiple 
OE-modules asynchronously output the request signals, the FIFO is necessary. The FIFO data are written 
onto the fast SRAM in the FPGA. The generation and cycle numbers are supplied as the SRAM address, 
where the SRAM data are incremented by 1, to generate a histogram for the statistics values of the dynamics. 
The paralleled OE-modules start from different initial pattern (36-bits) for parallelism. For example, 
module-0 starts from OxOOOOOOOOO and ends at Ox 1 fff百， module-I starts from Ox200000000 and ends at 
Ox3ffffffff, etc. 
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Fig. 2(a) Next generation decision unit. Fig. 2(b) Loop cycle number extraction unit. Maximum of 512 stages are 
instaled. 
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of total operation unit. 
The design of the above modules and the number of parallel modules are slightly di町erentfor the 
cyclic-boundary condition, since the covered area and the corresponding gate resources to the FPGA are 
different. We omit the details due to space limitations. For the cyclic-boundary condition, since less than half 
of the parallel modules could be implemented, the calculation time was about 16-fold. In this si加ation,we 
used同roDE2-l l 5 boards to reduce the calculation time, where each board started from different start pattern 
numbers. 
3. Statistics values 
The statistics values to be extracted are the generation numbers (Gn) up to the fal into the final cyclic 
oscillation pattern and the cycle numbers (Cn), i.e., the oscillation period. As shown in Fig. I, the 0-th 
generation pa恥m(initial pattern) fals into the final pattern (al cells die) after five generations; after this, 
the pattern does not vary, and the stationary state is a fixed point in the dynamics. In this case, Gn = 5 and Cn 
= 1. The Cn = 1 case also appears when the last pattern is not all-death but becomes a fixed pattern that does 
not vary with time. An example of the other dynamics is shown in Fig. 4. The initial pattern enters an 
oscillating mode at generation 1, and then G 1～G3 patterns are repeated. In this case, Gn = 3 and Cn = 2, 
since the entry into the loop is first detected at generation 3 (G3). Loop count Cn = 2 means that the 
oscillation period spans two generations. 
We extracted the statistics values by collecting histograms for al Gn and Cn numbers. For example, 
regarding Gn = 5 and Cn = 3, if the appearance of this pattern was 1000 when searching for the total 
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dynamics starting from al the initial patterns, the histogram values at On= 5 and Cn = 3 become 1000. 
Fig. 4 An oscillating pattern. 
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We applied two types of boundary conditions. Note that the initial pattern, 6 x 6,reflects the limitation of 
the calculation time. Even at 6 x 6 data, the number of variations is 236 = 64 giga. The more that the bits 
increase, the more the calculation time exponentially explodes. For the 6 x 6 initial pa恥 m,an 8 x 8 area is 
sufficient. Figure 5 shows the boundary conditions. In the limited boundary condition, a time varying pattern 
cannot escape from the unit cel area. The gray area in Fig. 5(a) is always maintained at zero (no living cels). 
Therefore, patterns cannot override the 6 x 6 space or escape from this area. 
Unlike the limited boundary condition, the cyclic boundary condition in Fig. 5(b) allows migration to the 
adjacent unit cels. However, the moved cells are reflected into the central unit cel. As shown in Fig. 5(b ),
when circle cel A moves to the right upper unit cel, we assume that it has moved to the lowest left cel in 
the central unit cel. Other movements B and C are reflected, as shown in Fig. 5(b ).Migrations to the lower 
and left unit cells are not displayed, but their reflection into the central unit cel are vice versa. 
This cyclic-boundary condition is企equentlyused in physics especially for solid-state physics, since the unit 
cel is identical and periodically continued in crystals. When this condition is applied to the analysis of the 
game of life, patterns moving a longer distance than a unit cell can be treated. Due to an increase in the 
operation units, the cyclic-boundary condition requires greater hardware resources and calculation time than 
those of the limited boundary condition. 
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Fig. 5 Limited boundary condition (a), and cyclic boundary condition (b ).
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4. Implementation 
The following are our implemetaion results on the Altera EP4CE155 FPGA. For the limited bounda1y 
condition, 16 OE-modules are paralleled, and the logic elements= 76 k (66%) and SRAM = 597 k bit (15%). 
The number of operations = multiplication of the number of initial patterns (= 64 G), operations per 
generation (= approx. 3000), and average Gn (= 40) = approx. 1016. The 3000-operations is evaluated as 
translated assembler instruction processing if we use a conventional CPU for one OE-module. The 
calculation time by FPGA was 1 h 10min. The average processing time of approx. 1 OOns for convergence 
from each initial pattern was realized. For the cyclic boundary condition, two FPGA boards are used in 
parallel, and the results per board are logic elements= 101 k (89%), SRAM = 2.4 M bit (59%), the number 
of operations= 8x1016, and calculation time was 8 h 30min. per board. Two OE-modules are paralleled on a 
board. 
We also used another fast parallel hardware design to extract an initial pattern to converge Gn and Cn. A抗er
receiving the Gn and Cn parameters from a PC, the FPGA hardware extracts 10,000 initial patterns that 
satis命theGn and Cn conditions. The pattern data are 36-bit and are stored in the SRAM in the FPGA. This 
function is use白lto find rare patterns that show small histogram counts. The hardware resource is almost the 
same as above. However, when the histogram count exceeds several millions, processing time is reduced. 
Due to space limitations, we omit the detail. 
5. Results and Discussion (limited boundary condition) 
Figure 6 shows the statistics values uder the limited boundary condition. The vertical axis represents the 
appearance counts that correspond to Gn and Cn. From this figure, we conclude that the maximum Gn is82, 
and the patterns with the largest appearance counts are those of Cn = 1.Since the patterns having Cn = 1 are 
all-death or non-time-varying fixed patterns, most of the al initial patterns fal into these states. The final 
state of Cn > 1 isa time-varying oscillating cyclic pattern. From our complete calculation, we conclude that 
the maximum Cn is 4 and no pattern has Cn > 4.
All curves peak at a Gn that slightly exceeds each Cn, and they show a monotonic decrease as a whole. This 
tendency resembles the statistics curves that are frequently derived from statistics mechanics. The curves 
have dips, meaning that some final patterns appear slightly les often. This phenomenon probably comes 
企omthe pattern symmetry that will be described企omthe next paragraph. 
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Fig. 6 Statistics values under limited boundary condition. 
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Another remarkable aspects is that Cn = 3 appears less than Cn = 4 due to the symmetry. Figure 7 shows the 
symmetry of an initial pattern. 
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Fig. 7 Symmetry of an initial pa仕em.
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As shown in Fig. 7, the 6 x 6 initial pattern has eight symmetry. These eight initial patterns generate the 
same statistics value, since the final patterns are identical under the above symmetric transformation. Many 
initial patterns have 8・symmetry.However, a small number of patterns have 4-, 2-, or I-symmetry as shown 
in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8 Symmetries other than 8. Left-hand patterns have 4ーヲ theright upper ones have 2-, and the 
right bottom one has I -symmetry, respectively. The 4-symmetry has four different patterns after the rotation 
and mirror transformations. 
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Although only few initial patterns have just I-symmetry, these patterns tend to fal rapidly into Cn = 1 due 
to the game of life’s algorithm. These symmetries greatly affect the statistics of the game of life. We analyzed 
the symmetry of the initial patterns for the Cn = 3 case. Regarding the Cn = 1, 2,and 4 cases, since the 
number of initial patterns is huge, we cannot analyze the symmetry of the whole initial p甜 erns.However, 
since occu口encesof Cn = 3 are scarce, we extracted the initial patterns and analyzed their symmetry by a 
hardware implementation on FPGA, asdenoted previously in Sec. 4. After the pattern extraction, the data 
were sent to a PC, and their symmetry was analyzed with a C program. 
Figure 9 shows the result. 
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Fig. 9 Symmetry of initial pattern for Cn = 3. 
Only six patterns for the initial patterns have Cn = 3 and Gn = 3. Since the number is very small, in the 
above graph, value 6 seems to be contacting the zero line. Surprisingly, al the pa仕ernshave 4-symmetry 
(4-symmetry percent = 100%). As the Gn increases, the 4-symmetry percentage decreases. However, 
sufficient numbers of initial states start from the 4-symmetry pattern. This finding suggests that the 
symmetry of the initial state strongly affects the statistics of the dynamics for cellular automata. Also in 
physical systems, a similar influence of asymmetry on the final state has frequently been observed. 
Regarding the cases other than Cn = 3, we only extracted Gn = 4 and Cn = 4 case. In this case, the 
8・symmetryis 100%. This suggests that even-symmetry initial states might have tendency to generate an 
even Cn. 
Some final states for Cn = 1 to4 are shown in Fig. 10. All the final patterns for Cn = 3 are shown in Fig. 1. 
Surprisingly, there are only six final states. This is .a perfect conclusion, since we completely researched the 
whole initial patterns. Inthe Cn = 3 final states, mirror symmetry to a 45 degree line exists. In contrast, the 
Cn = 1 and Cn = 4 final states do not (see Fig. 10). For Cn = 2, we could not search al patterns due to their 
huge number. 
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Fig. 10 Example of final pattern for various Cn’s. 
Fig. 1Whole final patterns with Cn = 3. 
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6. Results and Discussion: cyclic boundary condition 
Figure 12 shows the total appearance counts for each Cn. Remarkably, there are no appearances for many 
Cn’s. Although the graph does not show data values under 100, no counts are under 100. Appearances at odd 
Cn numbers 5 and 7 are zero. This seems to come from a mismatch of the final patterns to 8 x 8 x 8 x 8 =64
x 64 calculation cels. In the cyclic boundary condition, an 8 x 8 unitcel was co町ugatedwith a司jascent8 x 
8 unit cels, and is finally configured to an 8 x 8 macro unit cel. Since the least movement of the cyclic 
reflection into a unit cel is one, if a one-cell movement to the X-coordinate occurs after the 8-cell movement 
to the Y-coordinate, we can return to the same X-coordinate position a抗er8-unit cel movements in the 
y二direction.Therefore, the total unit cel number increases to 8 x 8,meaning that the micro cel number is (8 
x 8) x 8 x 8.This 64 x 64 micro cel introduces a larger number of Cn's than the limited boundary condition. 
For this reason, Cn = 64 exists (see Fig. 12). 
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Fig. 12 Total appearance counts versus Cn (bar graphs: left axis) and maximum Gn for each Cn 
(filed squares: right axis) 
However, occuηence counts for some even”number Cns are zero. This is mysterious. For example, Cn = 12 
and 40 are eliminated. The numbers are 12 = 8 x1.5 and 40 = 8 x 5.These constructions are multiplications 
of 8 by fractional or odd numbers. Therefore, mismatch to the boundary condition to one macro cel (8 x 8 
unit cels= 64 x 64 fundamental cells) might arise for these Cn numbers. Di百erentfrom the above Cns, a Cn 
conformed from 8 by even numbers exists, e.g. 16, 32, and 48. These results reveal that symmetη 
consideration for dynamics is important. Although the existence of Cn = 8 is8 by 1 (= odd number), this 
occurrence is allowed, since the transition pattern is limited in a unit cel (8 x8 fundamental cels) and does 
not move toward the other unit cels. Patterns having a Cn greater than 8 move over multiple unit cels. 
Therefore, the existence probably originates from symmetry matching. Surprisingly, Cn = 9 exists. This is 
because the pattern moves within 64 x 64 cells and shifts one X-direction per unit cel, and 印刷msto the 
same pattern after the movement of the 64 x 64 macro cel. 
The curves of the appearance counts versus Gn for some Cns are shown in Fig. 13. A similar tendency is 
seen to those under the limited boundary condition, that is, a monotonic decrease. The maximum Gn als 
tends to be proportional to the peak appearance counts for each Cn curve. This tendency is also seen in Fig. 
12. In contrast to the limited boundary condition, the maximum Gn increased to 389 for Cn = 1 because of 
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movement of the patterns to multiple unit cels. 
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Fig. 13 Statistics curves for some Cn values under cyclic boundary condition. C 1 means Cn = 1, C2 
means Cn = 2, and so fo1ih. 
In contrast to the monotonic decrease shown in Fig. 13, some statistics curves with low occurrence counts 
have different features. Figure 14 shows the statistics curves for Cn = 14 and 26. 
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Fig. 14 Statistics curve for Cn = 14 (left curve) and Cn = 26 (right curve) 
In these curves, the tendency is not monotonic, and separate peaks are found. This is thought to originate 
from the multiple groups in the transition type. One group quickly converges into the final state, but the other 
does not. This result suggests multiple and very different transition types in the small occurrence Cn patterns. 
Finally, we present some rare patterns extracted under the cyclic boundary condition (Fig. 15). Since the 
number 3 isnot a conjugate of 64 and is less than 8, the transition of the Cn = 3 final pattern is limited in a 
unit cel and does not migrate to the 64x64 macro cel. 
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Fig. 15 Rare patterns under cyclic-boundary condition. Gray area in Cn = 18 and 26 figures is 
connection area to adjacent unit cels. 
7. Conclusions 
We implemented a complete calculation for a 6 by 6 initial pattern celluler automaton called Conway’s 
Game of Life on an FPGA and extracted the statistics values. Over 1010 operations were calculated by special 
paralleled hardware within an acceptable time, e.g. several hours. From our calculated results, we conclude 
that the symmetry of the initial pattern strongly affects the appearance counts of the final state. This 
conclusion is perfect, since al of the dynamics have been completely calculated. 
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